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nitions and stores, the greater part
on fire before
leaving Mukden. ;
It is impossible to say whether
the Russians will be able to put up.
a fight and hold this position, or
whether it will be necessary to continue to retreat to Harbin, but the
rack and file, whose military qualities never shone so brightly as in
retreat or defeat, are far from being
and, under capable
leadership,, and given a brief time
to 'strengthen positions, may be
able to check the pursuing enemy
at this point.
.
It was realized Jhat, if any point
of Jbe Russian line gave way, all
would be lost. The position in the
most extreme danger appeared to
be Bortb of Mukden station, where
it seemed for a time that the Japanese might break through aqd entirely cut the lines of retreat.- - Gen
erat Kuropatkin concentrated heavy
columns there, took command himself,) and succeeded, during Thursday morning, in forcing the Japanese iback from the river, and also
in driving out bodies east of the
' v ;
railroad.
It was impossible to support the
retiring corps, as the reserves to the
lasfman had been sent to- the line
of battle at other points, and, as
the danger of communication being
severed by this attack from the
east was imminent, retreat, was determined upon and immediately
;
,
began.

that something had to be done. ,
Therefore, in June, I9O2, a special
agent of the office in Tucson was
directed to visit Sshnelder and learn
what he could. At the same time,
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